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Intro: DOI 

DOI – digital object identifier  
 (started in 1998) 
 - well known entities for scientific papers  
 - only scarcely deployed for scientific data until recently 

 
History:  

 - digital identifiers: 
  * MAC addresses for network hardware 
  and a plethora of industrial id’s (=> bar codes)   

 
  * DNS and IP addresses 

 
 - analog predecessors : 
  * ISBN and other identifier for books etc. 
  * catalog systems for libraries  

 
    

 



DOI  

 - notion of a persistent identifier (PI) for digital entities led to 
  * various handle systems  (Handle, PURL, ARK  …) 
  * one variant is DOI  
 “.. International DOI Foundation (IDF), [is] a not-for-profit membership organization that is the 

governance and management body for the federation of Registration Agencies providing Digital Object 
Identifier (DOI) services and registration, and is the registration authority for the ISO standard (ISO 26324) 
for the DOI system. The DOI system provides a technical and social infrastructure for the registration and 
use of persistent interoperable identifiers, called DOIs, for use on digital networks. (www.doi.org) 

 
 - addressing major problems:  
  * digital objects are by nature volatile, not bound to any  
  real location or physical realisation 
  * moving of a digital object leads to difficulties of retrieving  
  finding and verifying it again (link rot) 
  * changing references to such digital objects are expensive  
  and should be avoided 
 - adoption of PIds first in context of librarian efforts to cope with 

digitised entities, thus the well known DOI applications for  publications. 
 
 
 



DOI – DataCite 

 
DataCite was founded in 2009, European and US Libraries 

  * goal: extending DOI to scientific data sets   
   
  * registering with DataCite incurs fee (moderate) 
   (but: e.g. in Germany academic organisations don’t pay) 
  * contract between organisation and DataCite 
  * the organisation gets its own DOI prefix   
   

By joining a contract with DataCite the organisation commits to   
   * guarantee the validity of its DOI 
   * update the DataCite registry in time when digital   
   objects change their addresses 
   * objects with DOI should be stable 

 
DataCite 

 * guarantees resolving of the DOI to the actual address of the object 
 * keeps a basic set of metadata for each data set 
    
   



DOI – How it works  

We want to publish a set of tables of a cosmological simulation 
Example: SMDPL (Small MultiDark Planck ) simulation 
 
landing page 1:  

 explanation of cosmological parameters, setup of simulation 
 URL:  https://www.cosmosim.org/simulations/smdpl  
 DOI:   doi:10.17876/cosmosim/smdpl 

landing page 1: 
 Description of Rockstar Halo Catalo Table 
 URL:  https://www.cosmosim.org/simulations/smdpl/smdpl-rockstar 
 DOI:   doi:10.17876/cosmosim/smdpl/001   

landing page 2: 
 Description of FoF-Table 
 URL:  https://www.cosmosim.org/simulations/smdpl/smdpl-fof 
 DOI:   doi:10.17876/cosmosim/smdpl/002 

 
DOI prefix : 10.17876   ó  AIP  
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DOI – How it works  

Required:  
 * for each data set a metadata file in xml-format  
 * the website with the landing page carries the doi 

 
 Example: rockstar table, doi:10.17876/cosmosim/smdpl-rockstar 
   
      

Upload of metadata:  
 

 * via webinterface for single data sets 
 

 * via api of DataCite for many data sets 
   (but still: call to api for each single doi/data set)  

 
Changes in metadata are versioned by DataCite  

   
 

prefix data set location 



DOI – How it works  

Required:  
 * for each data set a metadata file in xml-format  
 * the website with the landing page carries the doi 

 
 Example: rockstar table, doi:10.17876/cosmosim/smdpl-rockstar 
   
      

Upload of metadata:  
 

 * via webinterface for single data sets 
 

 * via api of data cite for many data sets 
   (but still: call to api for each single doi )  

 
Changes in metadata should be done with version number 

   
 

prefix data set location 

discovery metadata 



DOI are also applicable identifiers for cultural heritage objects (CHO) 
 

 Europeana is a European initiative for publishing CHO 
  - needs metadata in EDM format 
  - offers OAI-PMH api for uploads 
  - has member organisations in many European countries 
   - in Germany: collaboration of major libraries  
   (Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek)  
  - requires contract with organisation 
  - requires CC0 licensed CHO  

 
Example:  

  APPLAUSE plate database: ~55000 CHO entries (DR2, 02/2016)  
   
  to manage, we use table with metadata and our archive id to  
  cope with complex relations between CHO 
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DOI – Europeana       www.europeana.eu 
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DOI – in data centers   

 
 * data centers publish data sets 
  - which have undergone a quality check 
  - which have a set of metadata anyway 

 
 * data centers  
  - generally have policies for data 
  - licenses for usage of published data 
  - can guarantee stability for doi mappings 

 
 * data centers can provide DOI easily  
  - some initial work required 
  * create templates for their data sets  
  * organise collection of metadata for their DOI 
  * have landing pages for each data set with DOI 
  
 * data centers can provide a major service  
 to the scientific community at very low cost 
   

 
  
   
   



DOI – Use in Virtual Observatory ?   

 * discussion in Germany already ongoing for some years, no   
  real resolution yet 
  
 * no provision (as yet) for special tag in VO table schema 

 
 * VO registry asks for services on data, not for the data (resources) 
  - could be also one additional field 
   
 * VO should incorporate DOI, because   
  * science cares for the data, not for the service 
  * scientists need the identification of data sets they use, 
     - preferably not by indirection  
    ( query statement +  DACHS by TAP service) 
      - but by direkt link to data set   
     ( query statement + DOI )  
  
 DOI can connect astronomical data sets to data of the whole  
 science community, not only within astronomy  


